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EDITORIAL
by Karen de Wit

NON-AGILITY TRAINING.
We have had an amount of wet weather which has put paid to a few
training nights, unless of course you count a cup of coffee and a
chat about agility around the table as training!
I really enjoy my agility training but unfortunately have not been
doing much with Tana lately. First he sprained his carpus, then the
poor boy got an eye infection followed by an eye ulcer and has just
had surgery to repair it. This has meant a number of weeks with no
agility training, but we have put the time into learning some new
skills and now have a CGC Foundation pass, and are working towards the CGC Bronze. Both levels have been useful in that they
have made me work hard with my dog in areas where we were
weak. While he does not jump up on people, and is well socialized
and is generally a well-behaved dog, he does not tolerate being tied
up very well, and gets over-excited very easily! Being able to stay
quietly in one place comes in handy at agility when dogs are left
lying down or tied up while gear is put up/down. A most unpleasant
side effect can be dogs barking and lunging and generally being
most unpleasant. Another skill is the ability to leave the dog lying
down quietly off lead. This is useful when you want to walk the
course at training, or look closer at a tricky sequence while leaving
your dog behind. I recommend giving CGC a go, or at least gaining
the skills required.
We have also had a go at Rally-O and I find this most enjoyable.
Once again, Tana and I learnt some new skills. The most challenging has been teaching him to heel, as I decided early on not to teach
him to work too close. This has been of benefit in agility as he is
easy to send away to equipment and is certainly not a Velcro dog
like Moss was. So heeling has been challenging, as has formal recalls. I have also decided to teach a proper retrieve, not just a fetch
it and drop it somewhere near me! Wish me luck on that one!
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ANOTHER NEW COLUMN BEGINS.
This month NALA welcomes NZARO, the NZ Association of Rally
Obedience. This month there is an introduction to Rally-O, how
agility and Rally-O might compliment each other and some Rally
stations to get you started. Next month a mini Rally-O course will
be published and you are welcome to run it with your dog. Results
will be collated and awards will be made at the end of the year.

~ NALA REPORTS ~
Top ‘Arf report – by Ann Kenny
As I said at this time last year it was very
muddy. Thinking back now I don’t think
this year has been so bad. The Counties
August show didn’t happen this year –
even the Counties people think August is
an incredibly wet muddy month so
they’ve moved to some other time.
Therefore there are absolutely no Top
‘Arf shows to report on for the month of
August.
We did however, get to the Rotorua and
Tauranga triple jumpers Champ. Somehow Top ‘Arf and their Neighbours have
been a bit slow at offering jumpers, especially at Champ level and there have
really only been a peppering of them so
far this year, thus still not really any competition at A level. Chelsea of course ran
off against Chelsea & Bree in all three A
classes, both days. Because there was a
total of six chances to win in your classes
over the weekend, there were quite a few
who moved up to B from C.
At Rotorua Taragh managed one Clear in
C(5th,) with at least four on the same
24.something of a second. Sandy Rostron and her little Ohutu dog, Nemo, got
a couple of 2nds, so he must be nearly
there on points. Matilda and Hiska put in
some blinding times, but always some-
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thing not quite going their way. Same with Rebecca Roper and Ted, though
Teddy did manage a 2nd place. Nick and Edge MUST have motored on that run,
as Ted is very, very fast and Rebecca can do such long lead outs with him that he
really works to catch up. In C3, a course of Mickey Mouse ears, Hudson got the
1st place. That little dog is on a real roll – it’s a pity our Z1 points only count at
Z1 shows; Hudson has had three outings and three wins, reckon we’re Zone 2
wannabes at this rate and we should backdate it.
Keri and Rain won one of the B classes as did Julie and Blake – does that put
them into A? I don’t know, can’t keep up, but hopefully soon there will be more
than one dog running any A class. It would appear from my photo record,
though, that the 1st places were all handed out to different dogs. See photo of the
President giving his girl a big smooch for winning. I bet the First Lady doesn’t
get treated like that and if he tries to say any different there’ll be trouble in the
Bush Camp. Huge Kudos to Rotorua for their wonderful sponsorship and generous prizes.
oooooOOOOooooo
The following day came out foggy and dull, but at least not wet. Tauranga obviously doesn’t have as big a mortgage with the weather God that Rotorua does. As
Fiona Ferrar said, Nigel and Hudson really are in their element at Jumpers. Hudson ran another blistering run in C2 – everyone turns to watch Nigel run Hudson,
it’s always a bit of a spectacle, this Terrier X dog with the big flapping ears running flat tack and arguing, Nigel running flat tack and very little in the way of
hand signals between the pair of them – and as Nigel, a chronic asthmatic, loses
more and more breath the “commands” become less and less intelligible, and
louder and higher in pitch the further round the course they get – so long as Hudson gets it right that is! A clear round from Hudson and just about everyone
knows about it! At the end of that run it occurred to me that if he won it, Hudson
would be out of C Jumpers in just 2 days, with only 3 clear rounds in C! As
midis ran first Nigel was watching the board. We’ve been around the traps long
enough now to know which combinations could beat Hudson. One by one they
fell by the wayside OR didn’t go quite fast enough.
It takes a long time to get through a C jumpers and as we hovered around the
board, it became evident that there were a few combinations in the same position
– didn’t want to win because that meant B Jumpers for the NDTA. Well someone’s gotta, and Hudson did. But so did Nick Chester, which I didn’t realise ‘til
prizegiving. He had won in front of Ted at Rotorua and then again at Tauranga
the next day. Well done Nick, Edge is still a young dog and it is obvious Nick
has been putting some work into both him and Journey lately; it’s paying off.
Jason always sets up some lovely wing jumps which I used for practising with
Cam. Thanks for going to that effort Jason, I do appreciate it, and it does sell the
jumps too. I bought a Wallaby skin tug – Cameron LOVES it. Hopefully if I can
get the dog to think a bit, he’ll learn “wally” and come running when doing his
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catch-me-if-you-can routine. Though who would be the Wally for yelling that
instead of “come here ya mangy mongrel” is probably open to speculation.
In the end I didn’t get to go to the Taupo RT, even though there was an AD involved. I had the Friday off booked, but that’s what you get when you work in an
office of 5, well only 2½ in the Conveyancing team, and the boss gets to sponsor
a hole in golf for Daffodil Day (whoever the hell managed to get him to open his
pockets really does have a Gift). I know what I’d like to do with his **** golf
hole, but it meant that I had to stay all day on Friday and there’s no way on this
Green Earth I can drive to Taupo after the day I had had leaving after 5.30pm.
So, that’s the end of yet another month. I’m feeling a bit stressed in that I can’t
seem to find the time and weather coinciding to do a bit of training with anyone.
We enjoyed our sojourn with Rebecca to Tauranga again the very weekend after
the Jumpers. I put Cameron at it too – he had only learned to trigger the box on

the Friday, so he has potential and just needs to learn to work well ahead of me,
which he will do in time. But the surprise of the day for me was Ash winning a
heat, despite not once doing that first jump on the way back; all three of my dogs
are hopeless catchers. He was a tired but happy dog and I’ll do more Fly with
him just for fun. It was my first attempt at anything to do with Flygility, so a
steep learning curve, and yet more to work on.
It seems you can have Time or Money, never both, often neither.

Central Report - by Mel Mankelow
Rotorua Jumpers Champ
We started the month with our first Jumpers Champ shows first one on the Sat at
Rotorua, the day started with Jason presenting Lou with her picture he made of
her 1000 clear rounds. Well done again Lou.
The show ran well the courses seemed so easy to change not having to move con-
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tact gear. Some good courses and some good results Chelsea having to compete
against herself in all the A jumpers hopefully we will have some more dogs moving up there soon, think she won them all apart from one, I’m sure she would
have liked some competition. Some great results for the day Martin Bush winning
Jumpers B1 with Ohce what a run and coming 4th in B2. Also some good placings
from Deb & Pleze, Dyson & Rumour, Jason & Jack, Gina & Shine and Natasha
& Sage. Nick Chester and Edge winning Jumpers C3, Keri and Rain winning B2,
Julie and Blake winning B3.
Really good show thanks and they even had my favorite chocolate bars for sale
go Rotorua !!!!
Tauranga Jumpers Champ
Another great day show ran really well nice courses and great people as normal,
want to say a well done to John Carbin who ran his dog Murphy for the first time
after various problems he had some great runs well done John. Also well done to
Jason & Indi, Deb & Cheeky, Chelsea & most of her dogs was a great show to
watch, In one course our collie wing jump was used as the first jump and so many
dogs had a sniff before they jumped it very funny to watch.
Highlights from this show would have to be Nick and Edge winning C3 and
Nigel and Hudson winning C2 to put them into B jumpers, annoyed Nigel a bit as
he was looking forward to running in C jumpers at the NDTA. Also Keri and
Rain winning B1 to put them into A jumpers so Chelsea has some competition
now up this part of the world.
Really enjoyed the weekend wishing I was out there running myself still not to
many months left
TV3’s Sunrise Breakfast Show
Not many show’s this month but we had a very special morning at the Akarana
Club Grounds in Auckland. I’m sure you all heard that we had a spot on the Sunrise morning program to promote our fantastic sport, thanks to Jude Haase, Lyn
Sayers and of course Kristin Graves (who did all the organization and what a
great job she did too) a few of us were at the grounds at 5.30am to set up ready
for the camera’s to arrive all hoping to look our best at that time in the morning.
Was great fun all the dogs behaved so well and we all enjoyed our 5 seconds of
fame.
The TV dog Jack seemed very happy to be there with us a did very well with his
first agility experience, well done Ali Barnett for the training him even if he did
have a wee stop in the middle of the course. Ali now Officially has the best butt
in agility according to Jason and Roger that is as the camera man zoomed in on
her butt as she was taking Jack around the course, she has been flooded with Lingerie promotional jobs following the show so go Ali’s bum, wet patch in all.
We hope we showed what a fab sport we have and that we encourage more people to come and join in the fun we have as that is what it is all about, having fun
and meeting friends along the way. Rogers dog Turbo had a great morning he
must have had his best aftershave on all the dogs fancied him male & female,
Jack the TV dog was really really keen on him!!!!
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Fielding Ribbon Trial
I know we must be mad but when people and clubs want gear we go to drop it off
to avoid delivery costs, so off we set to Wanganui on Saturday hoping to arrive
before dark, we arrived as the rain started to fall so Mark wasn’t too pleased
about us bringing the rain down with us, thanks for having us to stay anyway
Mark was great and we found out just how much of a choc a hollock you are and
I now know your secret for being able to run so fast (Sugar Rush) …ha ha.
Was up early on Sunday morning and a quite trip across to drop off Fielding’s
gear and to spend the day at the ribbon trial, the dogs just love it at the Fielding
Grounds so much room for them to run about and the river right by such a great
location.
The weather was great and the day seemed to run well, very relaxed show managed to come home with a few ribbons. Also had some Hawkes Bay people there
Cam winning Jumpers B and then going on to win Senior as well, was quite
funny as Mark B got lost on his way round the senior course, he actually stopped
Pippa on the cross over contact then looked for the numbers to see where he was,
put up his deck chair had 4 rows of his beloved Cabury’s chocolate bar that Rachel had put in his lunch box and then carried on to finish 2nd, Jason and Bailey
finishing 3rd so that put three men in the top 3 of the line up and that doesn’t happen very often. Colleen getting 2nd in Intermediate a great run with Sanson, Jason
and Breeze winning the Intermediate.
Also must mention Tami Harvey getting her first clear round a 2nd place in Elementry with Dude was a great run such a nice handler look forward to watching
that team grow together.
Taupo Ribbon Trial
Weekend started for us on Friday as we piled all of Taupo’s gear on the trailer to
take back the remaining rubber chipped gear, the trailer and Ute were fully loaded
and was a slow steady trip down but we arrived and dropped the gear off and
back at the motel by 7pm not bad. Saturday the weather was great even went
down to T shirts for most of the day and the dogs where even able to have a dip to
in the lakes as they ran over the A Frames and cross overs, didn’t see any fall in
so looking forward to the summer again !!!! Some good courses set all weekend
can’t wait to be back out there running.
Some great runs for the weekend a few that stick in my mind was Nigel and Hudson in Jumpers B what a run Hudson, he is such a great little dog so much fun to
watch even with Nigel pulling his hair out at times. Deb & Cheeky also had some
great runs. It is so great to see lots of newbies at these shows, two of the young
handlers from the Mount doing really well Stephanie & Brontie and Lauren &
Jake. Also Deb McFarlane getting her ADX Gold with Pleze just her last challenge now before her soaking …can’t wait. Also Jason and Bailey getting placed
in both Seniors and Indi saving her best run of the weekend until her last to win
Jumpers C. Trish Bush had some really good runs and came 2nd in Senior. Some
great runs from the Naiper and Hawkes Bay crowd Kathleen, Daryl, Karen,
Amanda, Jill, Kim and Mel Held, when she gets Billie’s contacts sorted watch out
as Billie was running so well at the weekend go Mel.
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The star of the weekend has to be Campbell he seems to be on a roll of good results at the moment, well Cam we will all be waiting and watching to see if you
can keep it up for the Camp Shows when you get back from you big OE to the
Mainland !!!!! No pressure and watch out the Mainlanders the Camanator is a
coming!!!!
I did hear at this show that Jackie & John Carbin’s dog Murphy had passed away
after the Tauranga Show just want say what sad news that it, John had obviously
worked very hard to get him to the stage he had following all his troubles.

Profile for the Month
Name: Justine Dale
Age: No Comment !!
Club: Mount Maunganui DTC
When did you first start doing Agility? 1996. The day Matt turned 18 months
What attracted you to agility? Not sure always wanted a dog growing up and
wanted to do Agility, but not sure how I heard about it
What is your favourite show and why? Any I do well at and I just love a wellrun show
How many dogs have you done agility with and what success have you had
with them? Matt: he didn’t work out how to be successful at Agility until he was
6 ish then he was Zone Novice dog and won, Finalist for NAC and achieved
ADX Gold. Then there was Hamish: He had fun !!! And now Pippi she is a work
in progress first dog I have had get ADX in 4 runs
What have been the high and low points
in you agility career to date? Highs are
defiantly the people we’ve met, this is a
wonderful supportive sport, with the dogs
it’s the perfect runs you have – you may not
win but when the team works well it’s
magic. I guess my low point was giving
myself food poisoning at Cambridge Thanks
Alex !!
What other hobbies/interests do you
have? Is there time for other Interests ???
What are your likes and dislikes in agility? I love achieving the challenge that has
been set in a well thought out course. The
only minor dislike I have is when people
forget this sport is supposed to be fun !!!!
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Lower North Report - by Peter de Wit
Teams Trials.
The Zone Three Agility Team for 2009 is:
•Shane & Ernie Schnauzer Mini
•Polly and Zip BC Maxi
•Dianne and India BC Midi
•Nevenka and Cassie BC Midi
An excellent team to represent us, I’m sure you guys will WIN!
A big thank-you to Karen de Wit for organising a great weekend. Until the last
few days before entries closed, it appeared we might be able to run the trials on
ONE day, but then heaps of entries arrived. A large number of people from Zone
Three are making the big trip to Dunedin.
I was asked a few times at the teams trials, “Will jumpers be included in the team
next year?” Well that’s a good question and one that I’m sure the Agility committee will have to address. That would make 8 dogs in the team!
DAWG Ribbon
This was an indoor event at the NZKC building in Porirua. As Tana had his right
eye sown shut on the Thursday before to help heal an ulcer, I turned up on my
own mid-morning. I was very surprised to see a full cark park, as ribbon competitions in Wellington are usually pretty small affairs. The DAWG club put on a
full day with Agility and Jumpers and YKC and everyone had a great time. The
Upper Hutt club especially had a great day with winners in 6 of the 9 classes run
that day.
New Plymouth Champ
Congratulations to the Naki club for an excellent weekend. What more could you
have, a 50th Anniversary to celebrate, great grounds, a wonderful crowd, stunning
weather, it was like a picnic on Sunday.
Polly’s introductory speech on Saturday certainly set the tone for the weekend.
Such wonderful dry humour. And thanks to Jason for bringing down the wing
jumps for my courses, they were great and made the rings very very colourful!
Debbie and Pleze got that last challenge and made Agility Champion. This pair
are such a great team and it was only a matter of time for them to become champions. The occasion was marked with the tradition water celebration with some
flour added for effect. Judging in the sunshine was a pleasure. Deb J and Cheeky
were simply the best around the senior course, Jan M used her “special” skills to
guide JJ to a win in Intermediate and Nick C blitzed starters closely followed by
Jude and Tup. And, everyone seemed to enjoy themselves even when things went
wrong on course.
The kids ran their YKC event as part of Jumpers Grade C. They were all fantastic, and the hush that fell over the grounds when Skyla ran Breeze around jumpers
C was just amazing. The kids are stars.
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Central Bark
Cheers from Linley, Cheyzany, Kliffy & Flukey
Another quiet month in the top of the south. The braver of souls tend to knuckle
down and make the most of July and August by getting some training in or are instructors taking Beginner Agility classes. There are not really shows on offer to
travel to unless you want to brave going further south and the Lewis does not look
too appealing at that time of year.
NDTC & BCTC - 1st & 2nd August Ribbon Trials
Andrew Haythorne came up to judge and also did the WOF for the club’s gear.
Numbers were not large, probably due to only a single agility event at Nelson and
most of the usual visitors from Blenheim struck down with colds and flu. Some of
Nelson’s Senior dogs are on light duties due to injury issues. I was stuck at work
again for the day so received the results later that night. From the results I did see
Grant P and Crocket in 2nd for Starters – Grant must like that 2nd slot (snigger), not!
Maybe next time Grant! Will have my fingers crossed for you. It appears he got
pipped a few seconds by Lola Andersons zippy little Irish Terrier Maggie this time.
Jen Calder and her bouncy Flat Coats produced a couple of ribbons for her. Congrats
to Helen Beck and Jade (aka Bullet) on winning the Elementary B.
Sunday morning I was going to attempt to get to Blenheim but I opted for a sleep-in
and spent my morning training and playing with my youngest baby, Fluke. I hear
that numbers were low there too with club members missing due to the flu.
Flygility Day – 15th August
Louise Marsh offered her time to take a seminar on Flygility for Nelson and Blenheim folk. The heavens broke and a train of cars made its way up the road to
Karen’s place where we sheltered (sort of) in her tunnel house. The turnout of people was quite large considering it was pouring down. There were varying levels of
experience and Lou catered for them all and I am sure most people left enthused and
inspired.
Everyone brought a plate to share, so we stopped to have afternoon tea. Our lovely
Kathy K of course always thinks of the dogs first and her contribution was her famous liver muffins. I think nearly everyone made the mistake of grabbing one of
these for themselves because they looked so good, and then quickly realized what
they were and promptly put them back – they were sitting in a dog bowl, guys! The
funniest bit was that Hugh admitted to completely eating a whole one and said he
would have gone back for seconds! At least Hugh’s coat will be shiny!
Tomorrow I am off to stay with the lovely Sue McKee (and Rob) and enjoy her hospitality while I attend the CCATS show, historical zone 4 Mini Assembly (Go Nelson! Go Blenheim!), historical zone 4 team trials (Go Zone 4!).
Next month, no doubt some Nelson and Blenheim club members will be venturing
down to the Waimak event on the 12 & 13th September. I will miss this one as I will
be visiting the Waikato with my favourite boy, the Kliffman and taking in the WAG
championship event. Let’s hope we get a couple of clears and even if we don’t I am
sure we will have fun trying!
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Canterbury Tails
Sue & Teezsa, Rez and Switch

MINI ASSEMBLY.
Charlie and the Pussycats (top left)
CCATS Kittens (top Right)
The recessive genes (bottom right)
CCOC winning Team (bottom left

Waimak Ribbon trial 8 August 2009
My first weekend at home after my trip overseas, and what a glorious day it was.
Got more sunshine over this weekend than I had the whole of my visit to the
United Kingdom! Huge entries for this event, was it the weather or just a lack of
events on over the winter that brought everyone out, or perhaps getting in some
practice for the NDTA just a couple of short months away? Whatever the reason,
it was great to see everybody out and having fun with their dogs, everyone
seemed to be in a good mood and good to see the newbies having a go in Elementary and of course some not so newbies with new dogs. Now that I’m in starters
again it’s nice to get to know some of the newer handlers and there are some excellent new handlers out there. All positive signs that our sport will continue to
grow.
Canterbury CATS ribbon trial, 15 August 2009
Well, my theory about the good weather bringing everyone out was proven
wrong, as the weather for this one was yucky with misty rain and plenty of mud
about, yet still big entries. I think we were all looking forward to a hot shower/
bath/spa after this little effort. Huge numbers in starters and I have to congratulate the Agility committee for their foresight in making elementary compulsory at
ribbon trials. Now six months ago I wouldn’t have given a rat’s backside whether
there was an elementary at a ribbon trial or not, but now I’m in the category of
starting a very young, green dog and those elementaries are just what we need to
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get ring time in. Thanks to Natasha C for lending me that lovely pink collar at the
last minute when I realised my collar had a tag on it, despite Rez being a boy it
brought him luck and we managed to get round the course without a run-away.
Some gender counselling might be in order though. Thankfully my new boy is
not fazed by bad weather, nor my very short-haired red dog, but Natasha C did
have a lot of trouble with Jonty the bichon cross - he did not want to get his feet
wet and put in a very creditable pathetically sad performance which had us all
wondering whether he was injured or just being plain pig headed. Seems like his
owner knew what he was up to though and the next round he managed to pull
finger, though I did notice that he was very keen to get into the tunnels to shelter
from the rain! We really don’t have that many wet days in this part of the country
overall, and reading reports from the upper North Island where they seem to be
continually sloshing round in mud, we are very lucky with our weather. I know
when Rob and I were up there for 8 weeks in 2002 in the middle of winter it
rained every day, and not just drizzle. Agility wouldn’t be much fun in those
conditions.
Timaru 22/23 August
I only travelled down to day one of this event, preferring to spend some time at
home on Sunday. I got what I wanted in the shape of a clear round in ADX after
much hollering (most unlike me but she was a wee bit hyper - the dog, that is).
Conditions were clear and not too muddy, although there were a couple of tumbles, notably one from Norma Wilson running Zac, where Norma tripped over a
guy rope attached to one of the tunnels, and took a nasty fall, hurting ribs and
other body parts!
Mini-Assembly weekend 29/30 August & double agility with jumpers
What a great weekend put on for us by Susan Tansey with help from all the clubs
in the Historic zone 4. Somehow Susan even managed to organise the weather
which on Saturday was beautiful, and Sunday a little cooler but the rain held off.
It was so nice that everyone seemed happy to hang around and enjoy the sunshine
on Saturday without rushing off home. The NALA awards were presented at the
first prizegiving on Saturday, congratulations to all those who did well.
Some good runs as usual, and some not so good ones. The teams event was a
great spectator event, with team triallists running at the end to establish a zone
team for the NDTA. This year we had a mini-assembly that consisted of club
teams and “all-comers” teams where people could rustle up a team with something in common so that they got an extra run. Mind you, I think there were several (if not all) handlers in senior who were beginning to wish they hadn’t put
their name forward for a team, with the course from hell being set up for us all to
test our skills on. Most handlers eliminated in this one, some several times (eh,
Linley??). The club title was taken out by Canterbury Canine Obedience Club
with Selwyn, a very new club, coming a creditable second. The all-comers event
was taken out by The Recessive Genes, a team of handlers with dogs that were
either red or chocolate. Go the red dogs. There were some interesting “team uniforms”, notably Charley and the Pussycats, all dressed as Construction workers,
and the CCATS Kittens with some rather becoming little black ears.
Our thoughts are with Dot Parsons who had a car accident on the way from Nel-
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son to Christchurch for this event, and ended up returning home, without her car,
but largely unscathed, thank goodness, and very importantly the dogs were unharmed as well, thanks to the crate.
That’s it for this month, so maybe a little quieter next month with only a couple of
ribbon trials and Waimak September event to cover.

Southern “Arf Report - by Elaine Pearce
The only event I attended for August was the Southland DTC Champ ADXA,
double jumpers and double agility show on 15/16 August. A very good mix in my
opinion although I still favour a triple.
Day one had 8 classes including ADXA. None of the 9 who entered the ADXA
got around clear, including me despite having gone clear on this course before. So
the club will have to keep their fastest qualifyier ribbon and clear round certs for
next time. For this time of the year the weather was lovely and warm on the Saturday despite the weather forecast.
Most notable was David Cook winning into Senior with Zee, two weeks before
the NDTA entries close. Not planned quite this way I am sure but trying to hold a
young dog back is always a drama for the more experienced handlers and unfortunately whatever you do or try and do often upsets other people or your dog. Saying that watching Zee recently she probably is now ready for Seniors and I am
sure David will training her appropriately.
Congratulations to Shayne Oliver and Benson with his first clear round in Intermediate and a win to top it off. Shayne also took out 2nd in Novice.
There were other noteable experienced handlers with young dogs doing well,
namely Barbara Lowen and Flack winning Starters, Joanne Rennell with Ruffy
2nd and Don Leckie and his new dog Bob getting a 3rd in Starters at Bob's first
show.
The 2nd day of the show started out drizzly but quickly improved. Long day with
some great runs. There was only one entrant in Jumpers A but boy didn't Anne
Bevin & Pete nail the course. Lots of pressure on Anne as everyone was watching
but delightful to watch. Thank you to Roy Thorndycraft and Heather Drewett for
some great courses, even if Senior 2 was 201 metres and some of us had to run it
more than once.
Little did I know that this was to be my Brock's last competitive run in agility. A
toe injury has come back to haunt him and while he would probably try and carry
on forever I cannot do that to the dear old fellow. Brock is 10 and 1/2 now and
despite his sometimes crappy handler ended up with AG Ch and ADXA Gold
plus FD and I thank Lorin Sole for entrusting me with Brock back in 2003. Hopefully Brock has a long and happy retirement.
Just a note from the Southland Club, all those thinking about going to there January 2010 triple agility show, there is motor racing on in Invercargill that same
weekend and early booking of accommodation is advised.
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NZ Association of
Rally Obedience.
What is Rally-O?
Rally-O is a sport which contains elements of obedience, agility and dancing with
dogs. The course is numbered and timed and there might be cones and tunnels
and jumps. There are turns and sits and downs and recalls. There are 270s, 360s,
serpentines and spirals, fast speed and slow speed. It is suitable for the first time
dog owner, the obedience and agility competitor and the agility dog under 18
months as well as retired dogs that still want to work. It provides various levels,
with increasing skill requirements.

What is NZARO?
NZARO is a recently formed incorporated society whose aim is to promote RallyO throughout out NZ. NZARO holds official events where dogs can earn qualifying certificates (much like agility crcs) and milestone awards as well as Titles for
the more accomplished.

NZARO and NALA.
NALA has agreed to provide NZARO space in this magazine for the next year.
We think that Rally-O is most complimentary to agility and are pleased to encourage the new organisation, much like when Flygility began.

The competition.
1. Each month a course will be provided. Participants will be judged and timed.
Participants will be ranked based on score , then time.
2. There will be an individual and a Club competition. The Club competition
will be based on the total score of the Club’s best three dogs and handlers.
At the end of the year there will be awards for prize-getters.

How you can take part.
You can take part by either joining NALA or joining NZARO. To receive the
complete NALA magazine including the Rally-O supplement you must be a full
member of NALA. To receive the Rally-O supplement only you need to be a
member of NZARO.

Rules and Judging.
Any club member can judge. Anyone judging must make themselves familiar
with the NZARO Handbook, a copy of which will be sent to all clubs, and will
also be available on the website www.nzaro.webs.com.
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All participants are scored by their marks over the time taken. Dogs are expected
to move with the handler around the course, and to follow the handler’s commands to sit, lie down etc. Penalties are gained if the dog deviates from the handler’s side, sits to one side if supposed to be in front, fails to lie down on the first
command etc.

This month’s Training stations.
Every month we will describe some
of the stations used in Rally-O so that you may practice them.
The description will include details on the way they are judged and some tips on
how to train them.
3. Halt-Sit: While walking along the handler stops and the dog sits beside the
handler.
4. Halt-Down dog. While walking along the handler stops, the dog sits and then
lies down when asked to.
5,6,7,8—Right turn, left turn, about turn (right) and About U-turn (left) all indicate changes of direction.
9,10. indicate 270 degree turns.
11.12 indicate 360 degree turns.
13. Call front—finish right—forward. While walking along the handler takes a
few steps backwards, asking the dog to come. The dog sits in front. The handler
then asks the dog to move from in front, to the right side and behind, regaining
the left side position, as the handler continues forward (There is no sit at the side).
14.Call front—finish left-forward. As per No.13 but the dog goes directly from
the front to the left side as the handler moves forward.
15.Call front– finish right-halt. While heeling the handler stops forward movement and takes a few steps backwards and calls the dog to the front position (dog
sits in front facing the handler). The next part is the dog moving around the right
side of the handler to the heel position. The dog sits in heel position before moving forward with the handler.
20. Moving sidestep right. While walking along the handler takes one step diagonally to the right and then continues walking along the new line. The dog follows.
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Buying a special
pair of shoes just
for agility.
Hauling and dragging agility equipment

Standing out in the rain straightening a collapsible tunnel.
Travelling further than you ever
would have before for an agility
event.

Building and/or painting
and/or maintaining pieces of
agility equipment.

Running agility courses in
weather that you would normally spend inside.

Talking your friends into going to
another agility event, or being
talked into going to another agility
event by your friends.
Talking about agility
so enthusiastically
that non-doggy people come to watch
Planning a wardrobe around agility
Making a
choice of
car
based on
agility
needs.

Getting lost
on a course,
or getting
lost while
walking the
course.
Taking time off work just
so as you can work for
hours at an agility event.
Planning most or all of your holiday around agility events.
Solving a training problem –
yours or someone else’s.

Not knowing what to do
when there’s no events
on!

Turning into a cardboard
collector.
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JUDGES CORNER by Nick Chester
Jumpers C Grade course by Kirstin Graves.
When I was asked to judge at the Tokoroa/EBOP Ribbon trial in
July, I thought about my experience there as a competitor the year
before – cold (snow for goodness sake) just about summed that up!
Based on this I decided I wanted to design a C Jumpers course that
would be quite fast and open, but with some handling required to
help the dogs and handlers warm up. I always try to allow a lead
out in the lower level courses, but make it so that if a handler doesn’t have a lead out they aren’t entirely disadvantaged. As a result,
the “Kidney Bean” was developed.
When I initially designed this course numbers 16 and 17 were even (180) and the
entire course was reversed. When Keri Neilson and I are judging together we
compare our courses to ensure we have courses that are of the same level. While
doing this I mentioned that although I really liked the course, I thought the start
was a little tricky. After some discussion and playing around, the final result was
as above, where the course was reversed and jump 17 was moved down slightly
to make it a bit easier to handle. (Thinking about reversing courses to achieve a
different result is quite a handy thought for new judges.)
On the day, the only change to the course was that I removed the collapsible and
replaced it with a jump, as some of the Maxi dogs were struggling to get out of
the tunnel if it wasn’t run in a straight line. As a result, jump 12 was a little
closer to 11 than is displayed. Finally, tunnel 4/15 was a little more U shaped
than in the design. The course length was 122m and the SCT 38 seconds.
From a judge’s point of view, the course was very easy to judge as standing
where I did meant that I had a very good view of both the tunnel entrances, and
the rest was very easy to see. It also meant the scrimer had good visibility of me.
The places on the course that trapped handlers and their dogs were:
1. As expected, the U shaped tunnels were a trap and a few dogs, though not
very many, did go into the incorrect end of tunnel 4/15 after exiting tunnel
3/14.
2. Jump 16 – 17 did catch a few dogs out, but it was with dropped rails rather
than missing the jump. I think only one or two dogs actually went from jump
16 to jump 6. The dropped rails were mainly due to handling. There was a
variety of handling techniques displayed by handlers at this turn, from a rear
cross of 16, to a front cross from 16 to 17, and with a few more experienced
handlers able to stand between 16 and 17 and “180” their dogs. The hardest
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part of this was the handler getting into the right place at the right time after
crossing, or not, to achieve the dogs correct negotiation of the tunnels.
3. An unintended trap on the course was jump 12-14. Several dogs missed jump
13 completely. Those with very fast dogs needed to be in position to ensure
their dogs saw jump 13 and negotiated it correctly.

Overall I was really happy with how the course ran, and received a
lot of positive feedback from the handlers. It was fast, great fun to
watch, and overall I was really pleased with how people handled
their dogs. The dogs seemed to really enjoy the course as well!
There were 108 dogs entered in the class, with 42 of them going
clear (39%). The class was won by Nigel Kenny and Hudson who
literally sprinted around the course in 23.79 secs, with Una Forrester and Joker putting together a beautiful flowing run for second on
24.46 secs, and not far behind them Matt Potts and Pippa put together one of their best ever runs in 24.94 secs to take third. In the
top seven placing’s were two mini’s, two midi’s (including the winner) and three maxi’s. So it was definitely a course for dogs of all
sizes, and it wasn’t just the fastest dogs that placed.
A big thanks to Tokoroa and EBOP for inviting me down to judge,
and as someone who has been smiled on by the weather gods and
has yet to judge in the rain, thanks for the dry weather (apart from
the few sprinkles during AD)!
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NALA Library
Video - Pups progress (Hobday)
Agility is Fun Bk2 (Hobday)
Teaching Agility (P Lewis)
Agility Fun the Hobday Way Bk1
Agility Fun the Hobday Way Bk2
Flygility
Introductory Agility Workbook (Drinkwater)
Intermediate Agility Workbook (Drinkwater)
Advanced Agility Workbook (Drinkwater)
Course Design
Games
My Secret Coach
All About Agility
Video Introduction (Greg Derrett)
Video - Great Dog Shame About the Handler
Video - Advanced Control Exercises (Hobday)
Video Introduction (Greg Derrett)
Video - Great Dog Shame About the Handler
Jumping from A to Z
Peak Performance
Ruff Love
Building Blocks for Performance
Excel-Erated Learning
Agility Fix It DVD-Contacts and Weaves
2005 FCI Agility World Championships
4 on the Floor DVD
World Class Weaves DVD
FCI World Champs 2007 DVD
Crate Games DVD
Foundation - Greg Derrett DVD
Great Dog Shame About Handler DVD
Great Dog Great Handler DVD
How to win at Gamblers & Snooker DVD
Contacts-Bridging the gap DVD R Sanders
Developing Jumping Skills Book Meklenberg
Salo Foundation Jumping DVDs
Reliable running A-frame DVD R Sanders
On course to Excel DVD Derrett
Foundations training 3 DVD
2x2 weaves S Garrett

NALA LIBRARY
ENQUIRIES
Darryl Jewiss,
33 Bell Rd,
Lower Hutt 5010
ph: 04-972-7701
Email:
djewiss@paradise.net.nz
OR
library@nala.org.nz

AGILITY
MOST IMPROVED THIS MONTH
Cy-4 FD and Kathryn Bayne from DAWG
A leap of 241 placings from 353 to 112
Well done!
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In February 1990 Ian Gray quoted some figures
for the Agility Link magazine. These were:- a total of 190 postings each
month, with 14 clubs subscribing and 10 competing regularly each
month. An average of 84 dogs competed each month. At that time
only 3 people in Zone 5 were receiving the magazine and no clubs
were taking part.
A Yacht Cruise racing Handicap system was introduced where the
top dogs received 5 seconds, 4 seconds etc penalties for the following months. Alongside it NALA ran the Scratch series as well.
Subscribers were challenged to design a unique piece of KIWI
agility equipment, and the Editor commented that the kiwi climb
had already been approved for use in Novelty classes. Other obstacles that were suggested included the stepping stones, water jump,
double jump and barbeque table.
Judge Margaret Murray commented that all judges should be using
electronic timers for the timing of the down in the AD course, as
she commented “ “when the team—dog and handler—has to keep
within the SCT or lose a leg towards that coveted title there is no
way that the human counting voice can be accurate enough”.
Questions were raised about the difference between AD and ADX.
The writer commented “ in real terms the ADX is more difficult to
get than the AD only because you have to do it twice more!” The
ADX is therefore not a measure of HIGHER skill in agility, merely
an indication that the dog has done “it” more often..” The writer
then quoted various examples where the X is actually requires a
higher achievements level an suggested that to gain ADX the dog
should travel at a faster speed than that required to gain AD. Another suggestion was that the dog could get one fault within SCT
and still gain the AD pass.
At this time there were four classes—Starters, Novice, Senior and
Open. Beginner dogs were then permitted to enter Starters, Novice
and Open which did not seem fair to those only permitted to enter
Senior and Open. Later Open became Intermediate and various restrictions were applied.
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AGILITY LINK COURSE for OCTOBER
CL= 156m.
Thankyou to Joanne Rennell for designing this course.
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PETWORKZ
supporting
Agility & Obedience clubs
throughout New Zealand.
Akarana Dog Training Club, Auckland Canine Agility Club, Auckland Central
Dog Training Club, Blenheim Canine Training Club, Canterbury Canine Agility
Training (CATS), Central Hawkes Bay Dog Training Club, Counties Dog Training Club, Dog Agility Wellington Group, East Auckland Dog Obedience Club,
Gisborne Dog Training Club, Hawera Dog Training Club, Hawkes Bay Canine
Obedience Club, Hibiscus Coast Dog Training Club, Manukau Dog Obedience
Club, Mt Maunganui Dog Training Club, Napier Dog Training Club, Nelson
Dog Training Club, Nor West Dog Training Club, North Otago Dog Training
Club, North Shore Dog Training Club, North Taranaki Dog Training Club, Rotorua Dog Obedience Club, Taieri Canine Training Club, Taupo Canine Obedience Club, Tauranga Canine Obedience Club, Waikato Agility Group, Waimakariri Dog Obedience Club, Wellington Dog Obedience Club, Whangarei
Dog Training Assn, Zone 4 2001 NDTA, Zone 1 2002 NDTA, Zone 3 2003
NDTA

Help us to continue to support you by telling
your family and friends about our products.
Anyone can receive a free sample by visiting
our Web Site at www.petworkz.co.nz
OR by calling us on
0800 petworkz (0800 738 967)
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Results for last month.
BEGINNERS:under 8s

Skyla Paterson
Jake Remon
Kendra Vercoe-Ford
Jess Mortimer
Anecia Wilkie
Sian Remon
Sian Remon
Anton Jewiss
Anton Jewiss
Briani Gray
Bart Lind
Bart Lind
Larissa Cherrie
Tracey Hart

Cassie
Jiggy
Luke
Kola
Chip
Flicka
Harry
Ruby
Kilte
Misty
Jet
Ice
Gemma
Jenna

UH
Taieri
Waimak
Nelson
H/Bay
Taieri
Taieri
UH
UH
Hawera
Taieri
Taieri
Mount
Norwest

Experienced
8-11years
Hayley Rohde
Hayley Rohde
Hayley Rohde
Jessica Tansey
Tamsin Harvey
Tamsin Harvey
Erin Ball
12-15years
Kris Butterworth
James Trimble
Stephanie McCarty
Shanice Clements
Jade Kelly
16-20years
Chelsea Marriner
Chelsea Marriner
Chelsea Marriner
Celine Lovejoy
Chris Moody
Celine Lovejoy

Kiss
Flare
Rocket
Sting
Bella
Dude
Claire
Jet
Simba
Bronte
Trudy
Jess
Bree
Spy
Flash
JJ
Laser
Zoe

Counties
Counties
Counties
Waimak
CHB
CHB
Mangawhai
N/Taranaki
Waimak
Mount
Hawera
Waimak
Rotorua
Rotorua
Rotorua
Napier
Hawera
Napier

8-11years

12-15years

16-24years

12.07
29.15
31.17
16.75
17.42
17.85
29.38
29.40
48.42
14.69
15.19
40.25
84.95
26.97

Total
22.85
24.34
24.40
43.55
48.15
52.06
53.04
24.09
27.45
29.27
29.53
53.50
18.85
19.28
20.00
32.26
41.09
55.00

1
2
3
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
1

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
6
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AGILITY CLUB COMPETITION
DIVISION ONE
Plc Team
1 Rotorua 1

Dog
AgGrCh FDCh Bree
AgCh FDCh Flash
Scandal ADX

Breed
Heading Dog
Heading Dog
BC

Handler
Chelsea Marriner
Chelsea Marriner
Dyson Beasley

Score Total>
18.850 60.630
20.000
21.780

2 Waimak 1

GrAgCh Zoom FD
Lace
AG CH Tui

Heading Dog
BC.X
BC.X

Lisa Duff
Teresa Ford
Anne Godfrey

20.743 63.665
20.964
21.958

3 Mt Maunganui 1 Pleze
Cheeky
AgGrCh Ali

Heading Dog
Heading Dog
Lab.X

Debbie McFarlane 19.475 63.890
Deb Jackson
22.170
Michelle Burggraaf 22.245

4 WAG 1

Phantom
AgGrCh Cannon FD
Macey

BC
BC
BC

Lisa-cheri McKay 19.840 65.370
Fiona Ferrar
22.470
John Muir
23.060

5 Top DAWG

FDCH Seeka ADX JDX Border Collie
AgCh Bee ADXS FD JDX BC
Misty ADXG JD FD
Terr.X

Rebecca Sidwell
Louise Williams
Rebecca Sidwell

19.352 66.351
22.877
24.122

6 Cambridge

Blake ADXG
Jed
Kosima ADXG JD

Heading Dog
Border Collie
Sheltie

Julie McConkey
Donna Begovich
Lou Baker

19.910 68.630
24.280
24.440

7 Wanganui 1

Josh ADXS
Pippi
Seka

Min Schnauzer
Vallhound

Wendy McGhie
Jonna Gibson
Bill Stewart

21.694 72.304
25.169
25.441

8 Upper Hutt

QuickMagic
Jayme
AgCh Jenna ADXG

Heading dog
Min Sch
Min.Sch

Peter de Wit
Lyn Sayers
Lyn Sayers

20.136 76.446
27.122
29.188

9 Taieri

Jodie
Flack
Bob

Boxer
Sibord
Boxer

Don Leckie
Barbara Lowen
Don Leckie

25.900 80.380
26.540
27.940

10 Southland

Skye
Lulu
Diva

BC
Jenna McCabe
Border Collie
Rae Evans
Australian Shepherd Trisha Cameron

22.190 81.520
26.010
33.320

11 Nelson 1

Cloud ADX
Noosa
Taya

BC
Border Collie
Kelpie.X

Vannessa Machen 23.348 86.731
Dean Machen
31.004
Christine Henderson 32.379
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DIVISION TWO
Plc Team
1 Counties

Dog
Cole
Sweeny
AgGrCh Flare
FDX TCQ

Breed
Kelpie
Kelpie
Border Collie

Handler
Marie Wales
Ngaire O'Rourke
Hayley Rohde

Score
22.090
22.530
24.340

Total>
68.960

2 CCATS

Alexandria
Phoenix
Izzy

Huntaway x
Border Collie
Min Schnauzer

Steve de Haan
Margaret McBeth
Kathryn Snook

21.540
24.072
24.613

70.225

3 Sth Canterbury Travis
Qwest ADXG
Amber ADXG

Border Collie
BC.X
Border Collie

Natasha Coulter
Graeme Parr
Carolyn Parr

22.610
23.395
25.543

71.548

4 Central HB

Fly
Tide
Digger ADX

Heading Dog
Huntaway x
Aust.C.Dog

Catherine Harty
Catherine Harty
Jill Payne

23.005
24.765
25.830

73.600

5 East BOP

Robbie ADXG
Kelly ADX
Cass

BC
Belgian Shepherd
BC x

Tina Mitchell
Trish Bush
Michelle Howard

22.160
25.810
26.710

74.680

6 Otago 2

AgGrCh Pete
Senna ADXAB
AgGrCh Jax

BC X
Kelpie
BC

Anne Bevin
Elaine Pearce
David Cook

21.212
27.446
31.287

79.945

X.Breed
BC x Foxy
Border Collie

Laurel Austin
Ian Wooldridge
Clare Wellington

25.169
25.761
32.789

83.719

Debbie Middlemiss
Jane Webley
Robyn Fargher

22.902
25.843
37.266

86.011

7 North Taranaki 2 Mulga
Zoe
Razz
8 Hawkes Bay 2

Riddle
Ch'lee
Gypsy ADXG

Dobermann
BC X Soft-Coated
Wheaten

9 Blenheim

Theodore
Tricot
Zac

Toy Poodle
Heading Dog x BC
Huntaway X

Jane Norton
Natasha Neame
Stephanie Hayes

27.191
31.108
32.657

90.956

10 WAG 2

Baxter

Parson Russell
Terrier
Border Terrier
sheltie/BC

Michelle Hodges

25.060

91.400

Keri Neilson
Sandy Rostron

29.530
36.810

Hebe
Nemo
Plc Team
1 Taupo

Dog
Tonic
Quest
Diesel

2 Mid Canterbury Paddy
Mo
Wicket

DIVISION
THREEHandler
Breed
Working SheepDog Sue Willis
BC
Sue Willis
Elizabeth Parnell
BC
Heading Dog
BC.X

Score Total>
20.737 71.965
23.666
27.562

Bernadette Thompson 22.240 73.430
Caroline Sinclair
25.360
Alana Laird
25.830
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3 Whangarei

Hudson
Zito ADXB
Toby

Lab.x
Aust Shepherd X
BC x

Ann Kenny
Rebecca Roper
Karen Tipa

24.750 77.520
24.900
27.870

4 Akarana

conner
Skooter ADX
Kelly ADXG

border terrier X
B.Terr
Min.Poodle

Brigid Slykerman
Brigid Slykerman
Marie Pearman

24.490 78.451
25.420
28.541

5 Napier

Dash
BC
Holly
Min.Poodle
JJ of Carlyle AD Heading Dog X

Kathleen Graham
Diane Boden
Celina Lovejoy

19.840 80.530
28.430
32.260

Hayley Webb
Tess Bayly
Cheryl Ritchie

23.945 80.684
28.215
28.524

6 North Shore 3A Lucy
Quinn
Gigha ADXS

BC.X
J/Russell/Sch
BC

7 Horowhenua

Phanta ADXG BC
Monte
Staff X
Holly ADX S Staff.X

Heather Smith
Sandra Athea
Sandra Athea

21.631 83.319
25.376
36.312

8 Nelson 3

Kobe
Tessa Mae
Echo

Whippet X
BC x
Flatcoat Retr

Linley Barrett
Dot Parsons
Jen Calder

26.759 86.386
28.603
31.024

9 Hawkes Bay 3 Pixi
Rocky
Chip

Huntaway
Sheltie
BC

Lisa Gatfield
Ann Anderson
Peggy Scott

29.938 90.368
30.141
30.289

10 North Shore 3B Rocky
Lily
Bruno

BC
Cav.K.C
Labrador

Simone O'Meara
Elaine Maisey
Lynne Kemp

28.716 94.043
31.997
33.330

Huntaway-BC

Sharleen Drummond 33.030 115.380
George Workman
40.190
Ana Workman
42.160

11 Wairarapa

Plc Team
1 Wanganui 4

Tui
Hercules
Smudge

Dog
Heydoh
Flame
Taz

DIVISION FOUR
Breed

Score
22.146
22.827
25.298

Total>
70.271

BC
Miniature Poodle

Handler
Jonna Gibson
Bronwyn Morgan
Bronwyn Morgan

2 Mt Maunganui 4

Jack
Shiloh
Silke

BC
HeadingX
BC

Jason Hughes
Bev Pocock
Anne Proctor

22.025
24.281
24.574

70.880

3 Otago 4

Zee
Briar

David Cook
Karen Grant

24.199
25.080

74.885

Breeze

Heading dog
Foxy X Heading
Dog
Brittany Spaniel

Teresa Walker

25.606

Myne
Cy-4 FD
Hunter FD

NZ Heading Dog Carol Kisby
Lab X Greyhound Kathryn Bayne
Min Poodle
Diane Miller

23.225
27.382
28.178

4 Go DAWG

78.785
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5 Selwyn

Rocky
Splash
Caz

Huntaway x
Bearded Collie x
Huntaway x

Misha Baxter
Aimee Weber
Simon Roydhouse

25.700
26.750
26.800

79.250

6 Otaki K9s

Cinders ADX
Molly ADXG
Ty

Min Poodle
Min.Poodle
Wheaten Terr

Aprille McGee
Sharon Wagener
Denise Mundy

23.510
27.190
29.010

79.710

7 Hawera

ADX Bronze FDX Basenji Foxi Cross Debbie Towler
Flash
Reece
Munsterlander
Carol Galliers
Tri ADX
Sheltie
Michelle Sowerby

24.780

82.120

28.620
28.720

8 South Rangitikei

Radar ADXS
Fifi ADXB
Amon ADXB

Sheltie
Terr.X
Min Poodle

Rod Pearce
Silvia Rizzi
Rod Pearce

27.970
28.280
29.620

85.870

9 Mangawhai

Tess
Kay
Pride

Kelpie
BC
Sheltie

Robert Leslie
Jinnie Gailey
Jinnie Gailey

28.320
28.970
29.470

86.760

10 North Taranaki 4

Jet
Mak
Dozza

BC X
Beardie X
Rotty

Kris Butterworth
Isa Christianson
Isa Christianson

24.090
26.708
37.407

88.205

11 Canterbury COC

Foe
Harley
Lexie

Working Kelpie
Staffie x Lab
BC

Meredith Evans
Karen Davis
Tim Conolly

25.529
32.840
33.536

91.905

12 Waimak 4

Simba
Tee
Stinky

Golden Retriever
BC/Foxi x
BC

James Trimble
Lisa Duff
Jessica Tansey

27.450
28.049
43.550

99.049

HDG/HUNT
Foxy x
BC

Cynthia Caulfield
Raewyn Saville
Judy Casey

31.620
33.940
34.160

99.720

13 Dog Sport Rotorua FDX Celly
Boo
Lazer
14 Norwest

Bella
Zoe
Flossie

BC.X
Colleen Lauder
Tibetan Terrier x Karen Smith
BC
Pene McCormack

25.871
35.276
38.690

99.837

15 CHB Orange Roughies Millie
Ramble
Betty

Sheltie
Eduard Holmes
Shetland Sheepdog Wendy Holmes
Chihuahua X
Claudia Mason

35.020
35.560
38.334

108.914

16 Hawkes Bay 4

Rufus
Flint
Rumble

Border Terrier
BC X Aust Shep
Staffy

Emily Smith
Robyn Fargher
Rosemary Wood

29.710
39.515
40.926

110.151

17 Tokoroa

Zham

XBreed

Amanda Benson (ex 23.030
Hayward)
Gina Boreham
25.560
Erica Hill
81.560

130.150

Skye ADX FD Kelpie X
Coffee
Labradoodle
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Another training tip from the web...
The Recall
There are many ways in which to teach a dog to recall, the purpose of this article
is to introduce the concept of the restrained recall into your training. The restrained recall is used in many ways during Flyball training and competition. If
you never train your dog to compete in Flyball it will do no harm to teach all of
the elements of the restrained recall, it can do nothing but improve your dogs understanding and provide a further incentive for it to recall faster.
Start Training From Day One
You should start to train your dog or puppy to recall using it's name, from the first
day it arrives in you home. Recalls must always be a reward based exercise. It is
very important to find out what rewards your dog considers to be best. The mistake most owners make is that they give the dog a reward that they prefer to give
rather than the reward the dog would prefer to have.
Finding the Right Reward
Every dog is different, some like praise some like games but without doubt most
pet dogs like food. To achieve the perfect recall use the reward that suits you dog
best. My dogs like playing with a ball, so therefore I use a ball on a rope to reward my dogs when they recall. It is important that the owner controls the reward,
by playing with a ball on a rope I can keep possession of the reward and produce
it when I decide. The same apply's to food when it is used as a reward, it should
be used 'little and often'. Which ever reward you use make sure that your dog
know s it's available and NEVER stop using it.
Restrained Recalls
The restrained recall as used in Flyball training is simply a method of someone
(called a 'helper') holding the dog while the owner walks away. Then the dog being recalled by the owner from the helper. Do not be surprised when you first try
this exercise if the dog try's to pull towards the owner, that is the idea of the exercise. The helper must remain silent and passive, not trying to give the dog commands or dampen its enthusiasm to get to it's owner.
On important point to remember is to use someone as a helper that your dog
knows well and who has held your dog regularly before you ever attempt leave it
with them while you walk away. Start training this exercise at home with family
and friends holding the dog while you recall it up and down your hall, lounge or
garden.
How the dog is held for the restrained recalls is important.
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Step 1
Use a friend (the 'helper') to assist you with this exercise. The helper holds the
dog with both hands on it's collar, never hold the dog's skin or fur. With a very
excitable dog it may be better to hold it's collar with one hand and place the other
o it's rear quarters to help prevent it jumping up. If the dog is so enthusiastic to
get to it's owner that it is difficult to hold it then just let go. There is no value in
holding at all costs.
Start off the training in familiar surrounding at home, with the dog being held by
the helper the owner should walk a few feet away and face the dog. On the owners command (preferably the dogs name) the helper should release the dog. The
dog when released should run at speed towards the owner, who should stand perfectly still and be offering the reward to the dog. The reward is only released
when the dog allows the owner to put their hands in the dogs collar.
Progress the training until the dog is successfully recalling at speed over distances
of 30 or 40 yards. When this is achieved we can move on to stage two.
Step 2
This part of the recall training really speeds the dogs up and you will eventually
achieve an extra burst of speed as the dog returns to you. Start with the dog being
held 40 yards away, the owner is facing and calling the dog, a signal is given and
the dog is released by the helper. when the dog has run 15 yards the owner turns
and starts running away from the dog. This is a real chase and will speed up the
dog considerably, remember that for this system to succeed a reward must be
given every time, even if sometimes you just throw a ball when the dog reaches
you.
Benefits of a Fast Recall
Whether you decide to train your dog for Flyball or not, every dog owner must
have a reliable recall, it could save your dogs life and will often prevent problems
occurring. The golden rule for a successful recall is to ensure that the dog see's
you as being the provider of the greatest games, the best food and the most fun in
every situation.
Next Challenge Course – December/January.
The monthly courses can be downloaded from the files section of the NALA
group,
web address: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NZAgility/files/Flygility/Monthly%
20Courses/
These have been uploaded as PDF documents and you should contact me if you
require the courses in a different format.
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Standard Flygility Team results, August 2009
Plc Team
1 Cambridge

Total
1.000

2 Waimak 1

31.105

3 Hawkes Bay 1

32.184

4 Mt Maunganui 1

32.280

5 Sulphur City Slickers

32.530

6 Counties Jewelers

32.940

7 Counties Cry Babies

33.750

8 Top DAWG

34.160

9 Hawkes Bay 2

34.713

10 DSR 1

34.960

11 North Shore 1

35.150

12 taranaki team tango

35.720

13 Wairarapa 1

36.250

14 Wanganui 1

37.550

15 CHB 1

37.560

16 CHB 2

38.040

17 Rotovegas Rebels

39.720

18 North Shore 3

40.530

Dog
Handler
Jake
Ceri Tarry
Kosima ADXG JD
Lou Baker
Kodi
Julie McConkey
AG CH Tui
Anne Godfrey
AgCh Teezsa FD ADX
Sue McKee
GrAgCh Zoom FD
Lisa Duff
Ch'lee
Jane Webley
Ringo
Dot Janssen
Sheeba ADXG
Campbell List
Indy
Mel Mankelow
Breeze
Jason Hughes
Cheeky
Deb Jackson
AgGrCh FDCh Bree
Chelsea Marriner
AgCh FDCh Flash
Chelsea Marriner
AgGrCh FDCh Quest
Chelsea Marriner
Jewel
Allan Harrison
AgCh Kiss FDX
Allan Rohde
Sweeny
Ngaire O'Rourke
Roxy
Marilyn Lambert
Risky
Ngaire O'Rourke
AgGrCh FDCh Rocket
Elaine Rohde
FDCH Mya ADX JDX
Rebecca Sidwell
FDCH Seeka ADX JDX Rebecca Sidwell
AgCh Bee ADXS FD JDX Louise Williams
Frodo
Jane List
Nelly
Ann Anderson
Samson
Colleen O`Connor
Tui
Judy Casey
FD Inca
Ann Lane
Chan
Raewyn Saville
Ash
Annie Sail
WT CH FD CH Laddie Sheeran Johnson
Joe
Joanne Turner
Cloud
Patricia Martin
Breeze
Rae Mayhead
Mulga
Laurel Austin
AgGrCh India
Dianne Reid
Meg Howlett
Imogen Howlett
Molly
Imogen Howlett
Shaylar FD
Barbara James
Heydoh
Jonna Gibson
Ella
Steve Hessell
Fly
Catherine Harty
Taz
Kim Loye
Tide
Catherine Harty
Poppy
Eileen Blake
Toby
Olwyn Johnston
Emma
Christine Harber
Ike FDX
Chelsea Marriner
McLeod
Paula Nixon
Spy
Chelsea Marriner
Onyx
Anne Britten

Time
1.000

Flts
0

31.105 0

32.184 0

32.280 0

32.530 0

32.940 0

33.750 0

34.160 0

34.713 0

34.960 0

35.150 0

35.720 0

36.250 0

37.550 0

37.560 0

38.040 0

34.720 5

40.530 0
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18 North Shore 3

40.530 Onyx
Anne Britten
40.530
Bracken
Sheeran Johnson
Missy
Diane Davenport
19 norwest 2
40.660 Tip ADX
Margaret Anderson 35.660
FDCH Caleb ADX
Kay Ungemuth
Todd
Nicole Beaumont
20 Tauranga Twinkle Toes 40.750 Tulli
Shelley Clark
40.750
Lucky ADX
Helen Moorhead
Jacqui
Rusty Jones
21 Mt Maunganui 2
42.750 Keesha
Bev Pocock
42.750
Tip
Sue Andresen
Yarni
Bev Pocock
22 Counties Top Cats
43.280 AgGrCh Flare FDX TCQ Elaine Rohde
43.280
Teddy
Marilyn Lambert
Elsa
Janine Smith
23 Wanganui 2
43.630 FDCH Jordy ADX
Barbara James
43.630
Yani
Silvia Rizzi
Pippi
Jonna Gibson
24 Deputy DAWG
43.850 Cleo FD
Marian Holman
43.850
Midge
Louise Williams
Tudor FDX
Kathryn Bayne
25 Under DAWG
47.190 Misty ADXG JD FD
Rebecca Sidwell
47.190
Quiz ADXG FDX
Kathryn Bayne
Hunter FD
Diane Miller
47.990 Smudge
Ana Workman
47.990
26 Wairarapa 2
Tessa
Sharleen Drummond
Tasman
Sharleen Drummond
27 Counties Easy Riders 48.130 Tessa
Karen Forrest
48.130
AgCh Windi FD
Elaine Rohde
Kees
Leni Koper
28 norwest 4
48.150 Chester
Joan McFarlane
48.150
Tui FD ADX
Diana McKay
Zoe
Karen Smith
29 Otaki K9\'s
52.270 Charlie
Lesley Lygo
52.270
Lex
Denise Mundy
Ty
Denise Mundy
30 North Shore 2
54.760 Rocky V
Claire Vivash
54.760
Shiloh
Claire Vivash
Tashi
Kevin Crossley
31 Otago 1
56.890 Echo AD
Diana O'Kane
56.890
Breeze
Teresa Walker
Senna ADXAB
Elaine Pearce
32 DSR 3
59.720 Boo
Raewyn Saville
59.720
FD Lucy
Rosslyn Prichard
Finn
Dave Knapman
33 DSR 2
59.790 Coby FD
Cynthia Caulfield 59.790
Bridie FD
Carolyn Mear
Lazer
Judy Casey
34 norwest 3
62.030 Boston
Jessika Simone
57.030
Socks ADXG
Margaret Anderson
Teddy
Karen Smith
35 Wag1
70.070 Sharky ADX FD
Fiona Ferrar
70.070
Shakira AD
Susan McKay
Phantom
Lisa-cheri McKay

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

0
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36 taranaki jrs

37 Hawera1

38 norwest 1

39 WAG2

40 Young DAWG

41 Wanganui 3

42 Wanganui 4

71.250 Rosie
Song
Jessie
78.750 ADX Bronze FDX Flash
Mickey
Kohi
78.940 Dash
Jenna
Raven FD
80.660 Tammie ADX
Saani AD
Beau
90.650 Cy-4 FD
Cracka FD
Zephyr FD
97.330 Zora
Samual
Ruby
117.010 Molly
Josh
Peanut

Patricia Martin
71.250 0
Rae Mayhead
Catherine Groenstein
Debbie Towler
78.750 0
Catherine Massey
Carl Ranford
Kay Ungemuth
78.940 0
Tracy Hart
Diana McKay
Trisha Jackson
70.660 10
Trisha Jackson
Janet Smith
Kathryn Bayne
85.650 5
Helen Carter
Marian Holman
Sietske Jansma
92.330 5
Richard Steele
Sarah Hesketh
Bruce Lacey
117.010 0
Sarah Hesketh
Richard Steele

Left: Ollie, Below: 2003 photo of some
Z3DAC members when they won Link
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AGILITY LINK.
COPY: All copy - correspondence, articles, etc should be sent to the Editor. All copy must have the name and address of the contributor. Limit
number of words to 500 or one A4 page. Copy may be abridged or edited.
COURSE PLANS – Any member may submit course plans. Supply in
scale in black pen on an A4 sheet Portrait size, or Course Design computer format. Publication is not guaranteed. If published the contributor will
be reimbursed $5.00.
AGILITY LINK does not accept responsibility for the views expressed by
contributors and retains the right not to publish submissions for reasons
of space or suitability.
MEMBERSHIP FEE: covers the period April 2009 to March 2010. The full
annual sub will be:CLUB RATE $24.75 each, for bulk posting, 5 or more copies, to one address
HOME RATE: $38.50 each, for posting of less than 5 copies
FAMILY RATE $11.00 each extra family member
Part subs: For new members joining later in the year payment will be only
for those months remaining in the year to and including March, but excluding January when there will be no issue. $2.25/month CLUB, $3.50/month
HOME, $1.00/month extra family member
Family member. The partner/child of a FULL member may join as a Family member, with full rights but no magazine. Junior membership. For
those under 18 years old. Membership is free if another member of the
family is a FULL member. Otherwise the rate is half the applicable family
rate. No magazine unless full rate is paid.
ALL SUBS TO THE TREASURER. Cheques should be made payable to
NALA. Payment must be received by the 27th of the month to be current.
NALA METAL BADGES: available from the Treasurer. $6.00. Send a
stamped SAE.
ADVERTISING:

$10 - 1/4 page

$15 - 1/2 page

$20 - full page

EMAIL GROUP: to join send a message to:
NZAgility-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
WEBSITE: located at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NZAgility
RESULTS: www.nala.org.nz
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On

Paws

Agility Equipment
Manukorihi Drive, Kawerau
Phone: 073237239 or 0274756976
Email: onpaws.agility@yahoo.co.nz
www.onpawsagility.com
On Paws Agility Equipment is owned and operated by Jason Hughes and
Mel Mankelow. We both compete with our four dogs Bailey, Jack, Indi and
Breeze in Agility and can be often found somewhere around the North
Island most weekends competing.
We now sell a wide range of Agility and Dog Training gear so please feel
free to visit our website to see our entire product range or contact us by
phone or email for any further information you require.
Competition Contact Gear
Aluminium Frame work
Steel Frame work
Wooden
Training Contact Gear
Detachable Hoop Jump
Tunnels
Competition Flexi Tunnels
Chute Tunnels
Home Training Tunnels
Tracking Gear

Weaves
3 or 4 piece weaves
Channel Weaves with guides
Lockable weaveamatic weaves
Training Weaves
2 by 2 weaves
Dog Crates for vehicles or home
Jumps
Standard Jumps 3 types
Wing Jumps various designs
Training Jumps
Dog Toys and car boot locks

We are happy to make any training aid you want,
just give us the details
Visit our website to see more or give us a call

